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NZLocums recruitment on target
after third quarter of 2014/15 year
There are two components to the Ministry of Health’s recruitment contract managed by the Network:
Rural Recruitment Service (long term) and Rural Locum Support Scheme (short term).
The following figures and bar graphs show NZLocums’ performance
against contractual targets for 2014/15 year.
•

R
 ural Recruitment Service – the purpose of this service is
to assist eligible rural providers with recruitment of long term or
permanent General Practitioners and Nurse Practitioners. Our
annual target delivery for 2014/15 is 70 placements. In the third
quarter of this year we made 18 placements. This represents five
percent above target for the quarter.

•

R
 ural Locum Support Scheme – the purpose of this service
is to ensure that eligible providers can access up to two weeks’
locum GP relief per 1.0FTE, per annum. Our target for this year
is to fill at least 90% of applications received. This quarter we
delivered 100%, ten percent above target.

General Practitioner and
Nurse Practitioner roles
NZLocums is New Zealand’s government funded medical
recruitment organisation. We have a range of locum,
long-term and permanent positions nationwide and offer:
•
•
•
•

Great rates of pay
Stunning locations
Welcoming communities
Supportive, professional team managing the process

Contact us to find out more

enquiries@nzlocums.com | 0800 695 628 | www.nzlocums.com
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Network welcomes second
nurse as Board chairperson
Geraldine-Temuka-based nurse
practitioner Sharon Hansen took
over as chairperson of the New
Zealand Rural General Practice
Network board from Dr Jo ScottJones at the Network’s recent
conference in Rotorua. Sharon is
only the second nurse to head the
Network Board – the first being
Kirsty Murrell-McMillan, who
preceded Dr Scott-Jones.

Sharon Hansen.

In her first Network News column, Sharon
reflects on a successful national rural health
conference in Rotorua and gives a brief
insight into herself.

only attending conference but also choosing
rural health as a career pathway.

“This is my first column as interim
chairperson of the New Zealand Rural
General Practice Network, having taken over
the role at our AGM at the national rural
health conference in Rotorua in March. I
feel privileged to be leading the Network for
the next 12 months but I will have big shoes
to fill with Jo having contributed to many
weighty issues over the past four years in the
chairperson’s role.

Next year’s conference goes south with
Dunedin as host city. After several years of
North Island-based conferences I, and I am
sure many other members, especially those
based on the Mainland, am pleased to see
the south once again host this important
rural health event. Please note the dates in
your diary and lock in March 31 to April 3,
2016 – and keep an eye out for updates via
the Network’s e-newsletter and website.

“What a wonderful way to move from my
previous role as deputy chair to chairperson
of the Network – via the Network’s
2015 annual conference held recently in
Rotorua. I felt I was amongst friends and
colleagues when taking on my first official
duty chairing the members’ forum and
breakfast on the last day of conference.
Overall the conference offered a fabulous
programme, fantastic venue in the Energy
Events Centre and of course Rotorua was a
generous host city. This year’s programme
struck a great balance across a range of
presenters, presentations, workshops and
social occasions. In fact all bases were
covered with medical, nursing, rural hospital,
management, and community themes.
Fantastic also to see a strong student
representation which bodes well for the
future in terms of new people and talent not

“For those of you who don’t know me, my
background is in nursing, having started
my career in Christchurch in the mid-1970s,
initially qualifying as a registered nurse. I
went back home to South Canterbury in the
mid-1980s and worked initially at Timaru
Hospital and then later I moved into primary
care, working as a public health nurse in a
rural area ranging from Timaru to Mt Aoraki.
“I became very aware of the struggle that
the farming community had when incomes
took a dive in drought conditions at the time.
Women stopped working on the farm, taking
away the spare pair of hands. Isolation was
a big issue. Farmers were working the farm
without help. The local doctor’s surgery was
just as isolated with sole practitioners being a
predominant model of care and the nursing
contribution to managing health care was
not recognised as it is today.
...continued on page 16

Conference 2015
– the best yet?
It’s always challenging to
“quality rate” the Network’s
annual conference from one year
to another. So many factors come
in to play: Was the programme’s
academic, clinical, management
or workshop content good? Was
the venue too big or small? Was
the exhibition area – designed
to feature pharmaceutical and
medical companies along with other
sector players – well received?
Was the social or networking
content adequate? Was there
enough student involvement in the
programme?
Was the food good? All of these considerations and
a host of other planning measures are considered
before and after the conference each year.
Delegate feedback offers an insight but is usually
undersubscribed and difficult to gain an insight
from. Of course speaking to delegates, sponsors
and exhibitors at the event gives valuable feedback.
Fair to say that amongst the odd grizzle there is
mostly – well overwhelmingly – a vote of “well done
and hurrah.”
This year’s event saw one of the best, if not the
best, turn-out overall ever – that is attendees
(delegates, speakers and exhibitors) with about 440
people. The exhibition area was well supported,
and thanks to all those companies and organisations
who supported the conference. Without their
support, a conference on such a scale would be
financially difficult to stage. As mentioned above
delegate support was well up from previous years.
Noticeable was the earlier number of registrations,
many logged in November and December instead
of a “rush” at the end of February to register.
Network chief executive Dalton Kelly hailed this
year’s conference a “huge success. It offered one
of the more comprehensive programmes I have
seen. I thought the conference was extremely
professional with a distinctly rural friendliness about
it. Comments overall were that delegates found it
professionally rewarding and socially excellent.”
...continued on page 10
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Busy first quarter
greets student reps
New Network Board student
representatives Katelyn Thorn
and Blair Mason (pictured right)
make their first report after four
months in their new roles.
“As the new student representatives on the
Network Board we are settling nicely into our
new roles. We had great success in Rotorua at
the national rural health conference with more
than 40 undergraduate students from medical,
pharmacy, nursing and counselling schools all
over the country attending. A great turnout to
a great event and our thanks go out to all those
who made the effort to attend.
“We organised a special student dinner which
was a wonderful socialising occasion and had
some interesting discussions during the Sunday
morning student breakfast forum. Topics
included fundraising for the Pat Farry Trust, the
7 EFTS (equivalent full time student) cap, the
‘big red line’ delineating Auckland and Otago
medical school territories, and exposing more
students to rural health.
“The 7 EFTS cap has a major impact on medical
students. Recent changes to the student loan
scheme mean that students are now restricted
to borrowing 7 EFTS (essentially seven years
worth of course fees and living costs). Graduate
students who study medicine have generally
borrowed at least three EFTS (often more) for
their initial degree, leaving them with a shortfall
when financing the five or six remaining years
at medical school. Course fees of approximately
$15,000 per year must then be paid up front,
with additional living costs to be funded by the
student.
“Graduate students are an important contributor
to rural health, bringing broad skill sets,
worldly experience and maturity. They are also
more likely to have financial and relationship
commitments which encourage them to remain
in New Zealand once qualified. We would like
to promote discussion around this issue with
relevant stakeholders, with the ultimate aim
of an exemption from the restriction, or an
extension of the EFTS cap for postgraduate
entry medical students. We also acknowledge
this may have an impact on postgraduate

entry to other health-related courses (nursing,
pharmacy, physiotherapy etc).
“You may also be wondering what else the
student reps are getting up to. We are in the
process of forming a mentoring programme
to connect students with rural health
professionals. This will help facilitate more
positive rural experiences for undergraduate
students and hopefully encourage more
students to consider a career in rural health.
We are also establishing a fund for students
to access on a case by case basis. We hope
to gather contributions from a variety of
organisations and people to help students
get to rural events that may incur a cost e.g.
travel to conference, organisation of rural
medicine scenario weekends, talks for students
about rural health. Keep an eye out for more
information about all this and more coming
soon, however in the meantime if you have any
suggestions or comments please don’t hesitate
to contact us via email: Katlyn: katelyn.thorn@
hotmail.com or Blair: bmas570@aucklanduni.
ac.nz
“As the national student representatives we
want to facilitate more communication between
students with an interest in rural health from
all health professions throughout the country.
We are looking into the formation of a national
student body of students interested in rural
health. Whether or not this is on a formal or
informal basis it will aim to bring together all
students interested in rural health despite their
background. It will not take over from the vital
roles of student groups already in existence
such as Matagouri and Grassroots however
we hope this will help with communication
between the North and South and include
students from smaller organisations or health
professions that may not have student rural
health clubs of their own.”

Spanish
student’s
NZ visit
proves well
worthwhile
Esther García Montañana’s
passion to become a doctor
was not one totally shared
by her father. As a doctor
himself that might sound a bit
surprising, however he was
all too well aware of the hard
work required to qualify in the
profession and tried to dissuade
her accordingly. It didn’t work
and now 30 year-old Esther is
well on her way to becoming a
GP, a rural GP in fact.
Esther, who lives in the Spanish town of
Manacor, which is coincidentally the home
town of tennis great Rafael Nadal, in the Palma
de Mallorca is about to start her final year of
GP training. She was in New Zealand recently
for two months - working three weeks in
Opotiki with Dr Jo Scott-Jones, two weeks
on the road with the Mobile Surgical Bus and
two weeks in Kaikoura with Dr Chris Henry.
In between she managed to squeeze in the
Network’s national rural health conference in
Rotorua.
ROB OLSEN caught up with Esther in
Wellington before her surgical bus trip.
Esther chose medicine because she thought it
was the most “beautiful career in the world, to
learn about the human body”.
“My dad, who is an anaesthetist, works at a
large Hospital in Valencia. He told me that he
didn’t want me to do medicine because it is
quite long and quite hard … you have to work
hard. But I am a very determined person and it
was my decision to be a doctor.”
Esther grew up in the rural town of La
Pobla de Vallbona about 17 kilometres from
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population of about 30,000. “It’s a town but it’s
a big town for me.”
She works Monday to Friday to 8am to 3pm
plus two duties of 3pm to 5.30pm, and three 17
hour duties and a 24 hour duty in an emergency
department - each month.
She doesn’t hold out much hope of securing a
job as a doctor in Spain once she qualifies and
says she faces unemployment once she qualifies
because job prospects for GPs in Spain are “not
so good”. She would dearly love to work in
either New Zealand, Australia or the UK when
she completes her GP specialisation.

HOLA: Esther called in to NZRGPN HQ in
Wellington before embarking on a road trip
with the Mobile Surgical Bus team.
Valencia. It has a population of about 16,000. All
her family live there including her grandparents,
aunts, uncles and cousins. She has one sister
Marta, 26 who is studying law and her mother is
a Spanish teacher.
Esther says growing up in a rural town has
been a major influence on her wanting to be a
rural GP. She enjoys the relaxed lifestyle and
the accessibility of the “great outdoors”. Even
though all of her friends live in Valencia, she
says she still prefers the small town lifestyle and
can visit her friends or the city to go shopping
when she wants.
In rural Spain she says there will typically be
one doctor for four or five villages and patients
either travel to the village where the doctor is
based or the doctor drives to visit patients.
Most villages will be 30 kilometres from a
hospital although the most remote towns in
Spain can be a six or more hours drive from the
nearest Hospital. “What Spain considers rural
is not as rural as New Zealand’s definition of
rural”. In Spain the towns are closer together
and there are many more of them, and the
roads are better, she says.
Esther began her medical education at the
Facultat de Medicina de Valencia (2003-2011).
From May 2012 she has attended the Medico
Interno Residente de Medicina Familiar y
Comunitaria in Mallorca, where she is in the
third year of her four-year specialist GP training.
As part of her training she works in a local
surgery and in the hospital’s emergency
department in Manacor, which services a

very often and almost for silly things. You
perhaps miss the important things looking after
minor things.”
She says her own experience working in the
emergency department and coming in “at 5am
and dealing with minor things” has changed her
outlook on the free health system.
“When I first began working in medicine I
believed the free Spanish system was a good
system, however three years later I am thinking
that people should pay for some treatment.
I don’t think people value health services or
health professionals,” she says.

Spain’s broken economy is a factor and doctors
from countries where qualification standards
aren’t as high as in Spain being offered jobs.
Many of these doctors come from South
America, she says.

Esther has enjoyed her time in New Zealand
despite initially having cold feet about being so
far from home. “New Zealanders are very nice
people and I feel so safe here, really now I’m not
feeling as far as I am.

As a fully qualified doctor Esther can expect
to initially earn 1700 euros a month. She will
automatically go onto a national roster for GPs.
Her family have paid for her medical education there is no student loan scheme.

“At the conference in Rotorua everyone was
so friendly and I found the speakers and topics
very interesting.”

Esther says the experience of working in
Opotiki was very “very good”. “It was so close
- everyone [staff] was like one big family. They
were very different from each other and they
worked together very well. Although some
patients were classified as poor, for me they
were not quite so poor compared to poor
people in Spain. The patients were very nice.
Nothing I saw really shocked me.”
The integrated family healthcare team found
in rural New Zealand is not seen in Spain and
Esther is surprised that nurses here play a far
more prominent role in health care. “I had
never seen a nurse wearing a stethoscope
until I came to New Zealand.” She does not
think that doctors in Spain would easily accept
the expanded role of the rural nurse or nurse
practitioner however, she will take some of the
concepts back with her.
More women are becoming doctors nowadays
in Spain. “When my father was training to be
a doctor men were doctors and women were
nurses, now there are more women doctors
than men,” she says.
New Zealand’s Health System threw up a few
surprises including patients having to pay for
treatment and medication. “That was a shock
for me at first because it’s all free for everybody
in Spain. People in New Zealand probably go to
the doctor when they really need to, which is
a good thing. In Spain people go to the doctor

Esther says growing up in a rural
town has been a major influence on
her wanting to be a rural GP. She
enjoys the relaxed lifestyle and the
accessibility of the “great outdoors”.
Esther paid for her own cost to come to New
Zealand. She initially applied to go to England
to do her external rotation but received no
replies. Her supervisor in Spain and her father
suggested she try New Zealand. She got several
responses and chose to work with Dr ScottJones.
Esther gives special thanks to all her family, her
supervisor in Spain (Bartomeu Mascaro Bauza),
her supervisor in New Zealand (Dr Jo ScottJones) and his wife Adrienne and all the team
from Opotiki; Mark Eager and all the Mobile
Surgical Bus team (especially to Rachelle and
Gavin); all the team at the New Zealand Rural
General Practice Network (especially Ronelle
Bolton and her husband Keith); the team of the
Multi-professional Training Unit of Family and
Community Medicine in Palma de Mallorca
(especially to Manuel Sarmiento Cruz), and to
Miguele Martinez Roch and all her friends who
have made this dream possible, supporting and
helping her.
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100 days out and it’s full steam ahead
New Network Chief Executive Dalton Kelly has a quick look back
now that he has his feet under the desk.
“My first 100 days as Network
CE are up and in that time I have
met most of the key players
and organisations in our sector.
Amongst the highlights have been
the initial rural practice visits that I
have made and the opportunity to
be totally engaged with our very
successful national rural health
conference in Rotorua.
This year’s conference was my first rural health
conference and I am proud to say that it offered
one of the more comprehensive programmes I
have ever seen. The conference was extremely
professional with a distinctly rural friendliness
about it. Comments overall were that delegates
found it professionally rewarding and socially
excellent. We can now look forward to an
equally robust 2016 conference when Dunedin
will be host city. If you haven’t attended our
conference previously please mark the date
now – March 31 to April 3 – I’d love to see you
there. And if you’re a seasoned attendee please
don’t break the habit next year.
Earlier this year I had a whirlwind tour
of Canterbury including a stop-off at
Pleasant Point’s medical centre to see nurse
practitioner, co-owner and Network Board
member Tania Kemp. Along with Network
Group Manager Rural, Linda Reynolds, I
spent several days in Canterbury visiting
practices in the north and south of the
region. It was a great opportunity to see
the coal face of rural general practice and I
intend to be out and about in your region in
the coming months and years.
I am now comfortable to confirm that we
have identified a number of issues that
will be receiving special attention over the
next 12 months alongside our existing work
programme. We certainly have the professional
people in our organisation to ensure that
happens.
With the establishment of the Rural Service
Level Alliance Teams (SLATS) our membership
has been given the opportunity to play a

significant role in the distribution of rural
health funding in the regions and we need to
make sure that we make the most of that.
It is fair to say that development and
implementation of the SLATs is still very much
a ‘work in progress’. However, feedback
from DHBs around the country indicates
that approximately 75% of DHB regions
affected (i.e. with rural practices) have
functioning Rural SLATS in place. This is great
news. The Network will continue to watch
developments. We have also sought feedback
from our members on progress to date. It is
acknowledged that more work will be needed
to support the implementation of the Rural
SLATs. I encourage practices to engage in this
process and if any assistance or clarification is
required please don’t hesitate to contact the
Network in this regard.
Following consistent feedback provided to
the Network by medical and nursing students,
we are looking at further developing our
mentoring programme between Network
members and undergraduate students. We
are aware of the success of the rural immersion
programme run by both the Auckland and

Dalton Kelly.
I would also like to take the opportunity
to warmly welcome Sharon Hansen to the
role of Network Board chairperson. A nurse
practitioner based in Geraldine-Temuka
Sharon, previously deputy chair, is well
placed to lead the Network Board in the
coming years. She takes over the role from
Opotiki GP Dr Jo Scott-Jones who chaired

“Following consistent feedback provided to the Network
by medical and nursing students, we are looking at further
developing our mentoring programme between Network
members and undergraduate students.”

Otago universities in conjunction with DHBs
and while we do not want to replicate work
already being done we do need to ensure it is
fit for purpose in the rural setting. We need to
build on the premise that a high percentage of
students who study in a rural setting will end
up in rural careers be they medical, nursing,
pharmacy, physio or dentistry students.

the organisation for the previous four years.
A huge thanks to Jo for his leadership and
achievements for the Network over those
years.
I look forward to reporting to you on the
progress we are making in our ongoing role
as the membership organisation for the rural
health workforce.”
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Orientation for Overseas Trained
General Practitioners & Practice Nurses
Have an overseas GP or Nurse joining your team?
Give them the best start - send them on our accredited
three-day orientation course.
The Orientation for Overseas Trained GPs and Practice Nurses is a
comprehensive three day course. It has been endorsed by the Royal
New Zealand College of General Practitioners (RNZCGP) and has been
approved for up to 14.0 credits CME for General Practice Educational
Programme Stage 2 (GPEP2) and Maintenance of Professional
Standards (MOPS) purposes.

The course provides an overview of our primary health
sector, including:
• Presentation from a local practitioner - What it’s like to be
a practitioner in NZ
• Resuscitation workshop - Practical course designed
specifically for us and delivered by St John
• ACC - Introduction to this unique service in NZ including
scenario based exercises
• Pharmac - How it works and an explanation of the drug
schedule
• Work and Income - How this affects them as a medical
practitioner
• Medtech32 - A tutor led programme covering the basics from
patient history to writing notes and prescribing medications etc
• Cultural training at NZ’s national museum

Ensure your next overseas recruit has a smooth
transition into the workplace.
Book their place now.

Brochure & Cost

Course Dates

Contact Louise Pert, Course Co-ordinator:
louise@nzlocums.com | 04 495 5877
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Health professionals likely topic of
Chris’s next photographic venture
By ROB OLSEN
Kerikeri GP Chris Reid is planning a second
book of photographs following the success of
his Portraits from a Doctor’s Surgery published
in 2014.
In fact he has two new photographic projects in
his sights: One about health professionals and
the other on Northland, which would be a bit
more “artistic”. “Something about Northland is
on the cards.”
In 2013 Chris won the People’s Choice Award
at the Northland Art Awards and a $1500 prize
purse for his portrait of Kerikeri artist Foster
Clark entitled “Reflection”. The prize helped
publish the book, and proceeds from sales are
donated to Kerikeri St John Ambulance.
That photograph of Clark was one of 500 he
took of his patients – 200 of which feature in
Portraits from a Doctor’s Surgery. Chris asks his
patients for their permission – both verbal and
written - before photographing them. Only two
have turned down his request. His intention
was to capture their personality and not their
illness. The original plan was to photograph
them in their homes however that changed
to his consulting room at the Kerikeri Medical
Centre.
“I didn’t do the first book because I thought it
would be popular, I did it because it is important
to document. It’s had a much wider audience
which is great, humbling and scary.
“The momentum from the first book is still
running fast which is fantastic and I’m very
excited about the next year.”
Chris retains the right to sell one copy on the
open market and exhibit the prints. Following
the Northland art awards in October 2014 Chris
has exhibited in a small Kerikeri gallery, at the
Auckland Camera Centre, at Russell and at the
Shutter Room in Whangarei. “I would love to be
able to take the exhibition to Wellington.”
To date “a couple of thousand” copies of
Portraits from a Doctor’s Surgery have been
sold. “I would just like it to keep on selling
because we want as much money as possible to
go to charity”.
Sadly five patients Chris photographed have
died so far – two had passed on at the time the
book went to press. “That part of it [the deaths]

caught me out. It made it a little
bit raw in respect of the pace of
life. By taking a snapshot in time
they become timeless. It’s a kind of
historical record of life … a photo’s
value and relevance changes.
“Before the book was published
there was one man who said he
‘was feeling old’ and then he
passed away. I went around to see
the family and they were happy for
his picture to be used. It’s one of
my favourite images. Then a young
chap died and his daughter came
to see me – she did not know I had
taken his photograph but was very
happy I had taken it.”
The Portraits from a Doctor’s
Surgery project has seen Chris
CAPTURING THE MOMENT: Kerikeri doctor Chris Reid is
become involved with his patients
about to embark on his second photographic venture allied
on a far more personal level than
to his profession PHOTO: Rob Olsen.
he had ever anticipated and
hasn’t detracted from his personal
relationship with them as a doctor. In fact it’s
his favourite photographers Mario Testino,
enhanced the relationship in a positive way. “I
Steve McCurry, Frank Habicht, Annie Leibovitch
think taking their photographs has made me a
and Marty Feldman.
better GP and this has been magic for me and
McCurry is an American editorial photographer
the patients.
best known for his photograph “Afghan
“When I went to medical school it was very
Girl” which originally appeared in National
much about being a scientist and that’s still
Geographic magazine.
the case, however we should talk more about
Habicht, who lives in the Bay of Islands, was
people’s personal stories. Instead of being
born in Hamburg and made his mark in London
taught to be disassociated we should be taught
in the swinging 60s and his images captured the
to be more humanly involved.”
uninhibited spirit of the times.
Chris believes the next project needs to be
Amongst Testino’s many subjects were Lady Di
different. “It should never be the same old
and Sophia Loren. Of Testino, Chris says he saw
same old and I have to raise the game.” His next
an exhibition of his in London and was “blown
book is likely to be a collection of photos and
away by it and his use of light and colour. It was
stories from health professionals, not only GPs
superb”.
but also others from the sector from a range of
Chris is an elected member of the Northland
backgrounds.
District Health Board.
Chris hails from the UK and studied at the
Portraits from a Doctor’s Surgery is
University of Newcastle Medical School
published by Potton & Burton. The book is
followed by a decade in the Royal Marines.
priced at $39.99.
In 2004 he emigrated to New Zealand with
his wife and began to develop his interest
WIN a signed copy of Portraits from a Doctor’s
in photography including a stint at wedding
Surgery. Name one of Chris Reid’s favourite
photography, which he describes as hard work.
photographers and go into the draw to win a
copy of the book. Entries to: rob@rgpn.org.nz
He says he developed an early interest in
by May 22, 2015.
photography as a schoolboy. He rates amongst
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...continued from page 3
Conference 2015 – the best yet?
Gala dinner

Awards

The conference gala dinner was held at the
Skyline restaurant at which outgoing Network
chairman Dr Jo Scott-Jones was presented with
a woven cloak or rain cape by the Network’s
kaumaatua group. The Harakeke Heke was
made by weaver Sonny Tau and is symbolic of
the way Dr Scott-Jones steered the Network
“no matter what the weather” during his tenure
as chairman. It carries the title kai hau tu or the
person who watches the wind.

An inaugural awards ceremony was another highlight of the conference’s opening day. Held
on the evening of Friday (March 13) the ceremony included the Peter Snow Memorial Award,
acknowledgment of nurse practitioners working in rural areas, fellowships of the division rural
hospital medicine, and rural general practice of the year award, which was won by West Coast Health
Clinic, Raglan (Dr Fiona Bolden and team).
An added feature was the commemoration of the 100 year anniversary of World War One, marked
by the conference by the reading out of names of New Zealand doctors, nurses, pharmacists, dentists
and other medical/nursing personnel who lost their lives during the conflict.

Long-serving Network Board member
Dr Martin London was also presented with
a totara Papahou or carved wooden box by
the kaumaatua group. Carved inside and out
by Ihakara Bennett it also contained at paua
necklace for Dr London’s wife Carol. The
gift was in recognition of the knowledge and
experience Dr London, a founding Network
member, has shared with the organisation
during his many years involvement. The
necklace acknowledges that Carol London
has shared her husband with Network over
those years.
For more photos click HERE

Highlights
There were many conference highlights. It
was opened by 2014 New Zealander of the
Year Dr Lance O’Sullivan who gave delegates
an insight into his own family up-bringing
and how that helped shape his career and his
unique approach to providing health services
to the people most in need in his home patch
of Northland. Dr O’Sullivan’s session can be
viewed by clicking HERE.
Minister of Health Dr Jonathan Coleman was
the political keynote speaker. The general
content of his presentation is covered in his
speech notes. All keynote presentations
including Julianne Badenoch, Rawiri Jansen,
Rhys Jones and Damian Tomic can be viewed by
clicking HERE.
To access concurrent sessions and
workshops click HERE.

Awards ceremony MC Dr Buzz Burrell and Network Board member and nurse practitioner Sharron
Bonnafoux, who was amongst several NPs acknowledged at the conference. Doctor Burrell was
made a fellow of the division of rural hospital medicine. Read more page 12.
...continued on page 10
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...continued from page 11
Conference 2015 – the best yet?
Nurse practitioner leads the Network

NPs in rural acknowledged

Geraldine-Temuka-based nurse practitioner
Sharon Hansen (pictured right) is the new
interim chairperson of the New Zealand Rural
General Practice Network.

Nurse practitioners working in rural New
Zealand were also acknowledged at conference
during the official awards ceremony on the
evening of Friday, March 13.

Sharon is a registered nurse and nurse
practitioner and previously the Network’s
deputy chair. She takes over the role from
Opotiki GP Dr Jo Scott-Jones who chaired the
organisation for the previous four years. Sharon
is only the second nurse to lead the Network,
the first being Dr Scott-Jones’ predecessor
Kirsty Murrell-McMillan.

Certificates of acknowledgement were
presented to: Network chairperson Sharon
Hansen, Sharron Bonnafoux (Network Board
member), Rachel Hale and Margarita Bartlett.
Those unable to attend conference and also
acknowledged were: Tania Kemp (Network
Board member), Anna Mastrovich, Sue Price,
Jo Telarico, Diane Williams, Josephine DavisWheaton, Adrienne Murray, Rhoena Davis,
Kathy Menary, Helen Topia, Sarah Waldron,
Catherine Beazley and Janet Maloney-Moni
(posthumously).

Sharon’s area of practice is primary health care
specialising in rural health. She initially qualified
as a psychopaedic nurse in 1978 and then in
general obstetrics in 1984 before completing
her bachelor of nursing in 1997 and masters
of nursing in 2005, and registered as nurse
practitioner in 2007. She was initially involved
with the Network board in 1997 and became a
regional representative in 2007.

For photos click HERE.

Fellowships
Eight Fellowships of the division rural hospital
medicine were also awarded during the
ceremony. Recipients were: Dr Buzz Burrell,
Dr Lucinda Thatcher, Dr Janine Lander, Dr
Mark Smith, Dr Yan Wong, Dr Emma Davey, Dr
Grahame Jelley and Dr Peter Kyriakoudis.

Read more.

Rural hospital doctor wins Peter Snow Award

For award ceremony photos click HERE.

Members’ forum at
conference
The annual Sunday morning members’
breakfast forum (March 15) saw a range
of topics and issues discussed by those
who attended. Facilitated by new Network
chairperson Sharon Hansen discussion included
a review of the conference and issues arising
throughout the four-day event:

The forum also discussed
emerging workforce
challenges including
heightened palliative demand.
The 2015 Peter Snow Memorial Award went to Dr Katharina Blattner, a rural hospital doctor based in
the Hokianga.
Dr Blattner was presented with the award by one of last year’s winners, former mid-wife Kim
Gosman (pictured above).
Read more.

Nursing forum - position statement, mentoring
and support for nursing and medical students,
and workforce challenges.
The position statement reads: ‘Rural nursing is
a unique area of practice with challenges that
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Dr Fiona Bolden and her colleagues from Raglan were named rural general practice team of the year.

...continued on page 12

Medical students enjoy the moment during the welcome function.
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...continued from page 11
Conference 2015 – the best yet?
require a skill mix which extends beyond that
of urban practice. More specific definitions of
rural nursing have been well described by others
(Barber, 2007) and will not be attempted in this
statement.
The statement above does not include the role
of nurse practitioner however a clinical post
graduate diploma may well be incorporated into a
clinical Masters programme for nurse practitioner
preparation.’
Discussion points included the need for strong
leadership and support, the need for balance
of academic versus practical skills and for
consistency across the roles of district nurse
versus practice nurse roles.
With 40 students (medical and nursing) attending
conference this year the need to mentor and
support them in future including timing (is year
six preferable?) and the possible establishment of
a rural clinical school were discussed.
Students held their own breakfast forum and
later joined the Network forum to summarise
their discussions. These included: Improving
the rivalries/relationships between the medical
schools in support of each other, EFTS changes
– significant implications for rural students who
have a degree prior to studying medicine or
nursing, Nursing and pharmacy students need
clearer outline of relevance of Network and
Conference and how to better target their needs
and funding for rural placements need to be
improved. They also discussed approaching Rural
Women NZ to assist with billeting.

Outgoing Network chairman Dr Jo Scott-Jones
wears the Heke or rain cape presented to him
by the kaumaatua group at the gala dinner.

Network kaumaatua Bill Nathan reads the Ode
of Remembrance during the World War One
commemoration.

Conference 2016 venue
and dates announced

The forum heard about emerging workforce
challenges including heightened palliative
demand. During conference, Professor
Heather McLeod presented a session on the
growing need for palliative care. Increased
workforce demand and the need to advocate
for appropriate resourcing in palliative care were
other issues raised.
The need to build and formalise sector
relationships was also discussed. Groups and
organisations include: NRHN, RHAANZ, HWNZ,
NZNO, NZMA, Nursing and Medical Councils,
other GPLF partners and universities.
Other issues discussed included: The Network’s
priorities concerning advocacy (equity), the need
for quality research, to better communicate with
members, and the need to create a “membersonly” portal (web-based).

Dunedin’s recently refurbished town hall on the Octagon is the venue for national rural health
conference 2016 to be held over four days from March 31 to April 3.
The location gives delegates and exhibitors easy access to and from hotels and parking, as well
as to the CBD and surrounding cafes and restaurants. Several venues were considered to host
the conference including the Forsyth Barr Stadium and the Edgar Centre. The town hall’s central
location, its recent upgrade, range a spaces (exhibition, plenary and concurrent rooms), with extra
sessions rooms minutes away made it the logical choice.
Several locations are being considered for the conference gala dinner including Larnach Castle on
the Otago Peninsula.
12
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Thomas finally says farewell to NZ?
By ROB OLSEN

The lure of the great outdoors and the open road were amongst the attractions that brought American
doctor Thomas Flower to work as a locum in New Zealand – time and time again.

ON THE ROAD AGAIN: After five forays to work in NZ, Thomas is certain he won’t be back to work as a locum or travel the tarmac on his motorcycle.
PHOTO: Supplied.
Fishing and riding Harley Davidsons were right
at the top of Thomas’s list – and the friendliness
of the locals was not far behind - not to mention
the experience of working in rural general
practices here.
The 69-year-old doctor recently returned
to the US after his fifth working visit to this
country since 2010, courtesy of NZLocums, the
recruitment division of the New Zealand Rural
General Practice Network. His first posting was
to Marton.
Over that time the Colorado-based GP has
worked in a variety of New Zealand locations

including Gore, Patea, Whakatane and Picton.
Before leaving New Zealand for “the last time”,
on February 14 this year Thomas was in Katikati,
a town he had never visited before although he
had been to close-by Waihi and Tauranga. That
was his swang song.
“My friends say they have heard the same story
about five times.” However, Thomas assures
me this is his final trip here and that perhaps it
is time to “hang up his boots” as a doctor. “I’m
probably not likely to come back.”
Regardless, he says he will always cherish
memories of his visits here. One of his favourite

spots is Stratford, tied to his long relationship
with motorbikes – namely Harley Davidsons.
He has a friend in Stratford who loans him a
Harley when he visits – “a no-brainer really”,
says Thomas. His love of bikes goes back many
years, since the 1970s in fact, and over that
time he’s ridden mainly BSAs and Harleys.
When they stopped making BSAs Thomas
says he turned to Harley Davidson’s because
he didn’t like riding Triumphs. Back in the US
wearing a helmet is not compulsory in some
states, although he always wears one. That
habit proved wise when seven months ago
he “totalled” his bike and believes he might
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have come off worse for wear had he not been
wearing a helmet. In New Zealand the practise
is compulsory.

but you are saying ‘let’s see what we can do to
make you better’.” Doctors here are better in
this respect, he says.

Of New Zealand, Thomas says Gore, near the
bottom of the South Island is another favourite
spot on his list of destinations - especially for its
fly fishing, another love of Thomas’s.

He has observed that five illnesses are more
common here than in the US: Celiac Disease,
Polymyalgia rheumatica, Asthma, Thyroid
disease and skin cancer.

Being open to people has led Thomas to many
of his memorable experiences. His philosophy
on life is that it’s a journey, by which he means,
“why sit at home and eat dinner when you can
be out meeting people”. That’s how he got to go
fishing in New Zealand.

“Asthma is huge in New Zealand, possibly due
to lots of pollens and nice weather, and skin
cancer rates are high perhaps because New
Zealand is a nation of the great outdoors and
historically sun protection has not been well
practised.”

“It’s the welcoming nature of New Zealanders
towards strangers that has been noticeable –
both patients and people in general. I’ve been
invited to dinner and … to go fishing through
talking to people and taking an interest in
them.”

Heart disease, diabetes, cancer and alcoholism
rates in New Zealand, especially in Maori, are
similar to rates amongst Mexican-Americans.
Maori and indigenous Americans face the
same issues with alcoholism, although “New
Zealanders sometimes drink too much”, says
Thomas.

Some of his philosophy to new places and
strangers also comes down to a movie called
“Yes man” about a guy who challenges himself
to say “yes” to everything. “If anyone asks me
to do something I say ‘yes’ as long as it’s not
harmful to me.”
He applies the same philosophy to the medical
centres he has worked in. “A new place is
challenging and fun. You only have a short time
to become functional [in a practice] which is
hard. Staff have been great and have always
helped me through when confronted by new
things and systems.
“I have been amazed by the kindness of the
patients and how much they appreciate having
a stranger look after them.”
Thomas was initially referred to NZLocums by
a friend who had used the recruitment service,
which he says, hugely assisted him to prepare
for work in this country. “They (NZLocums) have
been wonderful and have helped me so much.
Their orientation programme, which covers a
range of topics including ACC, Inland Revenue,
Medtech, Pharmac and cultural content, has
assisted me greatly in coming to grips with
working here.”
Thomas rates the New Zealand health system as
“great”. “I wouldn’t mind seeing something like
ACC introduced back home. It’s a pretty good
system and although it can be abused, overall it
works well. Patients don’t have to sue someone
to get their health needs taken care of.”
Another big difference between New Zealand
and the US, says Thomas, is doctors here
saying, “I’m sorry you are not better. It’s not
that you are saying that you caused an outcome

B4 School
Check helps
transition for
four year olds
Every busy parent knows that
children don’t always pay close
attention. So when four-year old
Dupree didn’t always respond his
mum Kei thought it was just a four
year old being a four year old.

He hasn’t had to deal with many drink-related
accidents here although he has seen a fair
share of alcohol-related domestic violence
while working in New Zealand. He has also
experienced similar issues working in the US
within their prison system.
Thomas had a rural upbringing and grew up in
the town of Struthers, Ohio, with a population
of about 10,000 people. He moved to Colorado
and worked in migrant health for four years
through the National Health Service Corps.
These days he is based in Greely, Colorado, a
city that has a population of about 95,000 and
built on farming and agriculture. While the city
has a 230-bed hospital there are many satellite
towns serving rural communities of between
3000 and 5000 people, similar to those Thomas
has worked in while in New Zealand.
It’s easier to get a patient transported from a
rural area to hospital in the US by helicopter or
ambulance, something he says is “very difficult
here”.
He has also diagnosed a couple of “unusual”
conditions here: Leptospirosis and orf for
example. A patient he saw with blistery skin
lesions suggested the condition might be orf,
“so I looked it up” [on the internet], which
assisted his diagnosis of the human orf virus,
a zoonotic infection transmitted to humans
through contact with an infected animal or
object.
While he warns against self-diagnosis, the
internet is valuable as a resource for some data
and illustration, he adds.

But, thanks to a B4 School Check, a hearing
loss due to glue ear was discovered and treated
before it could hamper his transition to school.
The B4 School Check programme is available
to all children in New Zealand on or after their
fourth birthday.
The aim is to make sure the child is healthy
and ready for school – and to make sure they
have the best start possible, says Pat Tuohy, the
Ministry of Health’s Chief Adviser – Child and
Youth Health.
“Starting school is a key milestone in every
child’s life. We know that successful transition
to school has a lasting impact. The B4 School
Check builds on the child’s earlier Well Child
Tamariki Ora checks and their early childhood
education. It covers growth and development,
vision and hearing, emotional and behavioural
strengths and difficulties, and any other concern
the parent has about their child at this important
stage of their life.’’
...continued on page 16
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‘Buddy’ award for Fiona
Raglan GP and Network
deputy chairperson
Fiona Bolden has
received an award for
her special support of a
patient with a bleeding
disorder. Dr Bolden was
recently recognised with
a special ‘Buddy Award’
from the Haemophilia
Foundation of New Zealand Inc. on World
Haemophilia Day.
Dr Bolden (pictured), a general practitioner at
the West Coast Health Centre was nominated
by her patient Linda Mellsop-Anderson of
Kawhia for helping make living with her von
Willebrand disorder (vWD) much easier.
Linda suffers from a rare form of the bleeding

disorder, Type 2B, which affects her body’s
ability to form blood clots.
“She’s always been there for me with wellbased advice. Her words have given me
strength, understanding and patience,” said
Mellsop-Anderson.
Launched in 2015 and supported by healthcare
company Novo Nordisk, the Buddy Awards
recognise the vital support provided by friends,
families, and health professionals who have
to cope with the everyday challenges that
bleeding disorders can involve. A national
initiative, other Buddy Award winners include
nurses, physiotherapists, family and friends of
people with a bleeding disorder.
World Haemophilia Day is observed around
the world to increase awareness of haemophilia

and other bleeding disorders, with an ultimate
goal of ensuring better diagnosis and access to
care for the millions who have a rare bleeding
disorder yet remain without treatment.
Dr Bolden said she was honoured to receive the
award. “One of the most important things we
can do for our patients is to listen to them and to
walk beside them on their journeys. This is why
I feel very honoured to receive this award which
recognises just that.
”I think it also helps us to think about how our
patients walk alongside us too and teach us
so much about how they manage the many
complex health challenges presented to them,
and how these impact upon their lives. We learn
much about bravery, dignity and resilience.”

...continued from page 3
Network welcomes second nurse
as Board chairperson

...continued from page 11
B4 School Check helps transition for four year olds

“I moved from public health into rural practice
nursing. Those were the change years and
registration in a new scope of practice became
possible. I registered as a nurse practitioner
in 2007, a process that held its challenges not
only because the process is rigorous, but also
because it is even more challenging living
and working in the rural sector. The law has
been frustratingly slow in supporting the work
of nurse practitioners, a frustration not just
for nurses and their patients but for police,
ambulance and pharmacy.

Kei says she saw the advert for the programme
at Dupree’s kindergarten. “I remembered taking
one of my older children for something similar,
so I thought I should take the opportunity to get
him checked out.”

“Both rural doctors and nurses continue to face
the challenges of rural general practice, being
responsive to the communities they serve within
the constraints of political realities, however,
they do so as a team. Practice ownership has
also changed from a predominate model of
sole GP owner-operator to a mixed model of
corporates, trusts and non-medical ownership.
“So, it is in this environment that the Network
operates: multidisciplinary and adaptive in
a changing environment. It is not only the
environment that has changed, professional
responsibilities have changed too. Roles have
become fluid. I could not have envisaged that
I would be one day working alongside my
colleagues as a nurse practitioner, which was
in its infancy in its birth place in the USA at the
time my career was beginning.
“Rural nurses and doctors have always had to
be adaptive and have formed a professional
way of working together, which has enabled
them to overcome boundaries and barriers. We
work with our people, in our communities, for
the betterment of all. However, we can’t be all
things to all people all of the time.”

Kei says she wasn’t sure what to expect when
she turned up for the appointment with Dupree
and his three siblings.
“I had to bring the other children with me and I
was pregnant as well. I was just going to make
the others wait in the waiting room but the
lady was lovely she called us all in and she had
colouring books and stickers to keep the others
busy.
“She introduced herself to me and to Dupree.
She talked to him a lot which was nice. It meant
he could see it wasn’t about me and I didn’t
have to try to tell him anything. He sat and
listened. “It was really quick and easy.”
Kei was surprised when Dupree had his hearing
screened, and they discovered he was not
hearing well, and had glue ear.
“It was just glue ear but I was surprised - to
me he was just that four year old who chooses
when to listen and when not to. I think parents
can miss things sometimes - you don’t know if
they’re just not listening or there’s something
wrong. But it was good that they found it and
we could get on top of it before he started
school ….”

“I didn’t just assume he wasn’t listening and
being naughty. I understood that I need to
look at him and speak to him face to face. But
without the check I would have just brushed it
off and left it and he might have struggled when
he started school.’’
She says she would encourage all parents to
take the opportunity offered by the B4 School
Check programme.
‘’For me if those things are available, why
not, there’s nothing worse than trying to find
something by yourself. It’s really quick, it’s free
and it could find something you need to be on
top of.”
She says the experience was easy and simple
for both her and Dupree because of the
approach the nurse and the vision and hearing
technician took.
“He wasn’t scared – I think because the lady
had the conversation with him and included
him right from the beginning. She was fantastic,
and she made it all really easy for me. We had a
great experience.”
Background note: The B4 School Check is the
last Well Child Tamariki Ora check and is free
for all four year olds in NZ. To find out more or
find your local B4SC Coordinator visit: www.
hpa.org.nz/search/node/B4%20School
Article courtesy HPA.

Kei says the check results also made her more
aware of what Dupree was doing.
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